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1. Introduction

DNA

PerceivedProjected



4
The sense
of place.

2
The core identity of 

your place.

What is DNA?

The epicenter of all 
experiences and 
stories that your 
place generates. 

31



5DNA process

Place DNA

Projected DNA

Perceived DNA

Gap Analysis
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The more alignment, the stronger 
your reputation

Projected

DNA 

Perceived

DNA

PerceivedProjected



8
What kind of experience will be projected towards 
potential visitors?

The perils of ignoring your DNA: 
1) Non-validation of your work (loss of authenticity). 
2) The truth of your communication (loss of credibility).

Why DNA?



9DNA impacts development

• By optimizing the customer journey.
• Developing remarkable experiences.
• Filling gaps in your product offerings.
• Animation.



10DNA impacts communication

• Improving your positioning.
• Audience segmentation.
• Setting up storytelling.
• Tailor-made promotion.





12DNA research process

Quantitative
Qualitative

Survey Workshop

Channel
observation

Channel
observation

DNA

PerceivedProjected



2. DNA

DNA

PerceivedProjected



14What?

The focus of this part of the research is on delivering 
insights into the perceptions and drivers of Big Sky’s 
reputation through the eyes of those who live there.

How do people who live in Big Sky experience Big Sky?
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DNA – Survey : Overview



16Survey

Residents of Big Sky were asked for their opinions of Big Sky 
through an online survey.

In total, 266 residents responded to the survey. This met the quota 
that was set, assuming a normal division of 50%, a margin error of 
6% and a confidence level of 95%.

The survey was distributed on November 20, 2017 and closed on 
December 20, 2017. 



17Respondent ages

0

12

61

61

39

30

15 Age range Responses
Under 18 0

18 to 25 12

26 to 35 61

36 to 45 61

46 to 55 39

56 to 65 30

65+ 15 



18Lived in Big Sky for

19

35

21

44

95

Years Responses
Less than one year 19

Between 1 and 3 years 35

Between 3 and 5 years 21

Between 5 and 10 years 44

Over 10 years 95
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DNA – Survey : Assets 

What is Big Sky for its residents?



History

People

Culture

GeographyClimate

Environment

Economy

Place DNA



Society
The impact of 

people’s values, 
history, norms and 

behaviors on a place.

Place DNA elements

Environment
The impact of all 

living species, climate, 
weather, and natural 
resources on a place.

Infrastructure
The impact of 

physical structures 
and facilities built by 
humans on a place.



What makes Big Sky, Big Sky?

Environment

Society

Infrastructure

47%

19%

35%



What makes Big Sky, Big Sky?
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DNA – Survey : Attributes

How is Big Sky for residents? 



26Clear picture

Result Responses Percentage
Happy 233 95.5%
Unhappy 11 4.5%
Honest 206 84.8%
Dishonest 37 15.2%



27Clear picture

Result Responses Percentage
Authentic 192 77.7%
Fake 55 22.3%
Beautiful 247 99.6%
Ugly 1 0.4%



28Change

Result Responses Percentage
Idle 7 2.8%
In transition 239 97.1%
Modern 101 40.4%
Classic 149 59.6%



29Change

Result Responses Percentage
Elitist 125 51.4%
Unpretentious 118 48.6%
Blue Collar 106 44.7%
White Collar 131 55.3%



30Sense of place

Result Responses Percentage
Overcrowded 78 32.9%
Underpopulated 159 67.1%
Touristy 113 45.2%
Unspoiled 137 54.8%



31Community

Result Responses Percentage
Fast paced 58 23.3%
Slow paced 188 76.4%
Young at heart 217 89.3%
Serious 26 10.7%



32Community

Result Responses Percentage
Liberal 144 61.0%
Conservative 92 39.0%
Strong community ties 173 71.8%
Weak community ties 68 28.2%



33Community

Result Responses Percentage
Diverse 77 32.2%
Homogenous 162 67.8%
Open minded 174 71.9%
Closed minded 68 28.1%



34Quality

Result Responses Percentage
5-star 145 60.9%
2nd rate 93 39.1%
Cheap 10 4.1%
Expensive 231 95.8%
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DNA – Survey: Place personality

Who is Big Sky?



Agreeable (Dublin) Neurotic (Hong Kong) Extravert (Amsterdam)

Open to experience (Montréal) Conscientious (Vancouver)

5 types of place personality 



37Personality type of Big Sky 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Conscientious

Open to experience

Extravert

Neurotic

Agreeable



38Dominant personality of Big Sky

Residents of Big Sky are characterized by 
participation in a breadth of activities and a 
pronounced engagement with the external 
world. People in Big Sky enjoy interacting 
with other people, and are often perceived 
as full of energy. They tend to be 
enthusiastic, action-oriented individuals. 
They possess high group visibility, like to 
talk, and assert themselves.

“

”



39Extravert as dominant trait

• Action-oriented
• Assertive
• Enthusiastic
• Talkative
• Dominant
• High energy
• Not willing to compromise
• Weak transformational skills 
• Strong transactional skills
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DNA – Survey : The citizen’s voice

What the residents of Big Sky say about Big Sky



What would people miss?



Bi g  Sky i s  my p l ace o f  
peace and se ren i t y .  The  
Un i ted  S ta tes wou l d
mi ss  the  oppo r tun i t y  t o
expe r i ence peace i n  
na tu re and commun i t y .

The U.S. would miss an area of 
beautiful and accessible country that
is well known for its outdoor 
recreation in all seasons. The 
present trail system is inviting and
gives everyone the chance to be
submerged in nature. The value of 
clean air, clean waters, and distant
unobstructed views is therapeutic for
us all. This land and experience
should also be cherished and
nurtured by our community

Nothing. This question is 
presumptuous.

The US would most be missing the 
perfect place to escape to, be a kid 
again, forget your current worries -
if Big Sky didn't exist. This place is 
THE place to let yourself go, do 
what you wouldn't do at home or 
around your typical crowd.

Incredible skiing, small town feel 
nestled away in one of the most 
beautiful places. A sense of 
remoteness and extremely safe 
and welcoming community. Living 
among animals and the outdoors
with neighbors in a true little
community

The sweetest little human 
experiment in the midst of a 
wilderness!

A place to escape common 
stress, in everyday life that
a lot of our visitors have. A 
place to unwind and slow 
down, without the crowd of 
other places who offer the 
same (e.g. Like in BC).

PLEASE DO NOT TELL ANY 
MORE PEOPLE IN THE US 
ABOUT BIG SKY. THEY 
DON’T MISS WHAT THEY 
DONT KNOW. STOP STOP 
STOP. 



How does it feel living in Big Sky? 



We are like the Simpsons with less 
noise and better colors. 

It’s bittersweet. It’s hard to live in a 
small town, with ‘all eyes watching’. I 
love the small town-ness of it but it
comes with consequences. I 
appreciate the safeness for my
children and the ability to resist the 
‘real world’ for them, because of the 
bubble-like environment we can
raise them in.

It feels like I found the last frontier. I 
have never lived anywhere with so
much community and infrastructure, 
but yet freedom to travel, play, and
goof off. Whenever I go to a block 
party or music in the meadow, I am
incredulous that these events occur. 
In terms of community, it is still so
young that they welcome new 
members into open arms.

It's difficult to live here with the 
cost of living, locals can be
closed minded to change and
are not that inviting to new 
comers.

I feel like I'm living smack in the 
middle of nature but still have the 
basic amenities of city life within
arms reach.

Magical. A beauty that is rarely
found good people loving many
of the same things

It’s comforting to be in a safe place
that isn't over crowded, is generally
very quiet, where I feel like I know
most of my neighbors. Frustrating 
dealing with the folks that don't care 
about taking care of Big Sky and
contributing to the community, and
only see Big Sky as a ski town for ski 
bums.

It feels like living in the spiritual 
heart of America - you don't live 
here to play corporate game-man-
ship; nor come here to "change 
what is here". You live here to
protect and preserve the ability to
live in a slower pace, a more 
healthy, less stressful life.



How is Big Sky changing? 



There are too many drunks and
stoners on the roads during the 
ski season.

It is growing significantly in 
terms of its commercial and
service industry focus which I 
LOVE!!!

Big Sky is growing--in a good
way for the most part. The 
expansion of hotels and
restaurants will help us become
a more stable year-round
destination.

Losing its last frontier image 
with slick new developments
and chain hotels

Big Sky is trying to grow faster
than it should. It seems like the 
"Developer Genie" was released
out its bottle and now it’s
impossible to put the genie back 
in... moderate growth is good but 
it clearly appears that Big Sky
wants to be a Vail. It’s too much, 
too fast, and for the wrong 
reasons Growing the right way and at 

the right pace.

It's evolving, growing up, 
beginning to fulfill its potential
and the vision of its founders. I 
think Chet Huntley would be
proud.

Town Center is fantastic, but 
it is spawning light pollution.
The community is embracing
the fact that tourism is our
industry.
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DNA – Workshop



48DNA workshop

Residents of Big Sky were asked to attend a workshop 
on October 18th. In total 35 residents of Big Sky 
participated. 

Participants were divided into random groups to work on 
topics such as elevator pitch, brand personality, product 
experiences and positioning. 



Goshen

DNA workshop
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DNA – Workshop : PLC
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Time
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Big Sky
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Big Sky Place Lifecycle
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DNA – Workshop : Positioning



53What would we miss

• “Old west experiences in a new, small-town location ”
• “Adventurous and young: in Big Sky we shape our 

own destiny””
• ”We are the neighbors of wildlife”
• “The confluence of sociability and solitude”
• “Accessible, approachable, spontaneous, genuine”
• “Pioneer spirit: Dirtbag meets Patagonia”
• “World class services / world class fishing / world 

class ski and low lift lines “
• “Atmosphere, attitude, vibe”



54What would we miss

Without Big Sky we would miss the litmus 
test of how people interact with nature. Big 
Sky is all about balance and therefore it is 
the quintessential of Montana: nature and 
culture in one place. Big Sky offers old west 
experiences in a young and growing 
community.

“

”



55Theme park Big Sky

Residents discussed how to cluster experiences in the 
county. From The Gated Castles to Snowglobe and from 
Partyland to Playland.  



Big Sky as a Theme park



Big Sky as a Theme park
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DNA – Summary



59• Authenticity
• Remoteness
• Balance
• Demographics 

– Young and growing
– The fear for gentrification
– The threat of losing balance

What shapes Big Sky?



60Unique, beautiful, surroundings: green, mountains, 
wildlife, Yellowstone park, pure water and the 
whitest snow.

“Big Sky is blue but this kind of blue does not blend in with 
the background and you can not put it on a picture or 
poster. You have to see it for yourself”.

“Iconic vistas that display our diverse recreational 
experiences in a unique ecosystem.”

How does Big Sky look?



61• Big Sky is an R-destination
- Remote
- Reload
- Reconnect
- Reboot
- Respect
- Resourceful
- Recharge ….

• Big Sky is young and attractive

“We are a combination of Joseph Gordon Levitt and Jennifer Lawrence: 
youthful, rebellious, up & coming, approachable, handsome, mysterious, 
humble, principled. ”

Who is Big Sky?



62Big Sky is about balance which makes it strong 
and vulnerable at the same time.

“We are a grizzly but we are at the same time a sow and 
cub. On the one hand we are powerful and dangerous, 
and on the other hand, we are beautiful, vulnerable and 
endearing.”

How does Big Sky feel?



63• Ecologically
“We should not bite the hand that feeds us and certainly not 
pollute the water which is a symbol how pure this place is.”

• Socially
“Losing its last frontier image with slick new developments.”

• Economically
“It is growing significantly in terms of its commercial and service 
industry focus which I LOVE!!!”

“Entrepreneurs are finding new ways, yet people are rooted in 
values.”

How is Big Sky changing?



3. Perceived 

DNA

PerceivedProjected



65What?

The focus of this research is delivering insights into the 
perceptions and drivers of the Big Sky Montana reputation 
through the eyes of those not living in Big Sky Montana.

What does the world tell us about Big Sky, Montana?



66Visit Big Sky Facebook presence
Good presence on Facebook with 17,565 likes and 17,492 total followers. The beauty 
and scale of the destination is the most talked about aspect. Visitor posts reflect a 
strong sense of community. There is a focus on fishing trips, family-friendly ranch 
holidays and high quality skiing. Seen as an active destination for those with an 
adventurous spirit who are not afraid to get out of their comfort zone. 



67Visit Big Sky Facebook presence
Engagement from the community is relatively low. Most visitor posts come from local 
businesses and media partners. Those that are shared by travelers are positive and 
talk of the fun outdoor activities and impressive, awe-inspiring scenery. 



68Facebook - Public posts
Posts shared by the public provide valuable insight into how the destination is 
perceived. Recent posts reveal three key themes. 1. Architecture (big spacious homes, 
cabins, skilled woodwork), 2. Couples (weddings, honeymoons, getaways). 3. Outdoor 
activity (hiking and skiing). Birdwatching is also mentioned. 



69Facebook - Public posts
Recent posts reveal that Big Sky Montana is a popular destination for couples, with 
many sharing videos and photos of their entire trip – from their accommodation to road 
trips to outdoor adventures. People are amazed by how beautiful the destination is –
this sentiment is reflected in the comments left on posts by friends and family. 



70Facebook - Public posts
Described by visitors as a bucket list destination – a place that people have always 
wanted to visit. Comments left on public posts reflect a strong interest in wanting to 
visit. In terms of getting to Big Sky, Montana, people are very interested in taking a road 
trip “out west” from nearby regions and states in North America. 



71Facebook - Public posts
The warm, inviting and equally luxurious cabins and the incredible skiing are continually 
mentioned. The most engagement comes from posts about cabins – this reflects a 
strong interest in wanting to visit these impressive residences. 



72Big Sky Instagram presence
There are 8,270 followers on the Visit Big Sky Instagram account and 6,098 posts tagging 
#VisitBigSky. People are sharing high quality images through the official hashtag with a mix 
of outdoor mountain shots, skiing videos, and photos featuring families, groups of friends 
and couples. 



73Big Sky Instagram presence
There is a focus on wholesome trips with friends and family and popular romantic 
getaways for couples. We noticed a pattern where return visitors share their love for the 
region and talk frequently about “Big Sky reunions” or “returning to Big Sky again”. The 
user generated content reflects a laid-back atmosphere with few crowds. 



74Big Sky Instagram presence
There is a stronger focus on the local food scene on Instagram compared to 
Facebook. These images are shared through the #VisitBigSky hashtag. This includes 
a real sense of community and supporting local businesses. Fun is reflected in soft to 
mid-level adventure posts (zip lining, skiing with kids, biking in summer). We saw lots 
of genuine happy people featured rather than typically staged Instagram photos. 



75Big Sky TripAdvisor presence
There were 13,257 reviews and opinions about Big Sky, Montana. The highest reviews 
are for Restaurants (6,167), followed by Things to Do (3,475) and Accommodation (2,793). 
The 1,381 traveler photos provide insight into what people love about the destination and 
want to share with potential visitors to the region. There were also 367 Forum posts. 



76Big Sky TripAdvisor presence
Of the 1,381 traveler photos shared, the most popular themes include mountain scenes 
which show the scale of the landscape. This is followed by horse riding, whitewater rafting, 
fishing, and hiking trails. There is an equal mix of summer and winter photos.   

Featured prominently: 
outdoor activity, animals, mountain 
scenery, trailhead signs, location signs. 

Not featured prominently: 
accommodation, amenities, food & drink, 
restaurants, cultural activities.   



77Traveler questions and comments 
With the 367 Forum posts, the most common questions are about logistics (airport travel, 
self-drive, shuttles, rental cars). People can feel confused by the scale and options leaving 
them them unsure about how to best plan their ideal vacation in Big Sky. Accommodation is 
a key consideration. Forum discussions lead to a lot of negativity around certain 
hotels/resorts which are seen as “pricey and not that nice”.   



78How is Big Sky Montana perceived?

It is a vast region that attracts many return visitors. Big Sky provides 
stunning scenery, beautiful cabins, and a lack of crowds. It is not as 
built-up as similar destinations (particular ski destinations) which is 
a drawcard for visitors seeking a laid-back experience. With plenty 
of outdoor activities in summer and winter, this caters to both 
couples and families. 



79• Mountains 
• Hiking 
• Horses
• Skiing
• Trails 
• Snow 
• Adventure

• Fishing
• Birdwatching 
• Romantic
• Family-friendly   
• Impressive cabins, big-scale 

homes
• Affordable (skiing)  

Big Sky Montana is….



80• Food and drink
• Party playground / loud 
• Gaudy / tacky 
• Commercial / built-up 

Big Sky Montana is not….



4. Projected

DNA

PerceivedProjected



82How?

We completed an assessment of channels used by 
professional communicators in Big Sky, Montana. The 
analysis focused on assets, tone of voice and drivers that 
surface in conversations around Big Sky’s reputation.



83Where?

We selected 7 industry leading channels and analyzed 
their messaging. This included Big Sky Resort, Bozeman 
International Airport, and Big Sky Town Center. 



84How is Big Sky Montana projected?

The image of Big Sky Montana that is projected to the world is not 
united. Most channels are showcasing experiences, attractions 
and places and go into detail whitout why people should visit.  

The assessed channels provide answers to the WHAT question 
(What does Big Sky have to offer?) but do not answer the WHY 
question (Why experience or live in Big Sky?). 

Channels do refer to each other to a degree by sharing content 
and largely using the same group of hashtags. The only exception 
is Bozeman International Airport which speaks mainly about the 
whole state and fails to single out Big Sky in their social 
messaging. 



6. Conclusion

DNA

PerceivedProjected



86Environment Infrastructure Society

Lone Peak
Yellowstone Park

Mountains
Wildlife

Ski Resort
Trails

Town Centre
Festival

Balance
Extravert

Entrepreneurial
Gentrifying

Respect

DNA Big Sky Montana
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Similar to other
US nature destinations

Unique to Big Sky

DNA significance

Balance 

Snow resorts & clubs    

Wildlife

DNA - Hierarchy

Mountains



Balance
Ski experience
Hiking
Biking
Fishing

Growing 
and changing
community

Lone Peak
& Mountains

Yellowstone Park
& wildlife

What makes Big Sky, Big Sky?



89Gap 1: To be or not to be

People of Big Sky define their place as a world class experience for 
skiing, hiking, fishing and wildlife exploration. (DNA)

Big Sky’s reputation as a ski resort is noted but the destination as a 
whole is not. Other experiences are not perceived. The major 
concern for people outside Big Sky is to find information about what 
there is to do and how to explore the place. (PER)

Big Sky is not coming across enough in the way that Big Sky 
perceives itself. (PRO)



90Gap 2: Unbalanced balance

If the people of Big Sky agree on one thing it is the essence of their 
DNA: the way people interact with nature - the confluence of 
solitude and sociability.  (DNA)

This essence is not communicated in a coherent way by 
organizations and individuals of Big Sky itself. There is information 
about different features but not about what ties it all together. (PRO)

As a consequence, the perception of Big Sky is very functional and 
not aspirational. People know what Big Sky is about (ski) but not 
why they should prefer Big Sky. Coexistence and balance is a 
unique characteristic of Big Sky that should be the heart of its 
reputation. (PER)



6. Recommendations

DNA

PerceivedProjected



Community The Bow River
The parks
The zoo
Spruce Meadow

Growing urban
experience

The Rocky 
Mountains

Stampede
Sled Island
Folk Music

Mind the gap, please. 



DNA

PerceivedProjected

Closing the gap: part 1

Experiences
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Community The Bow River

The parks
The zoo
Spruce Meadow

Growing urban
experience

The Rocky 
Mountains

Stampede
Sled Island
Folk Music

How?  
Fill gaps in your product and turn them into an experience. That is the best 

communication possible. For example:

• Having stunning trails is meaningless without a stunning trail 
experience in Big Sky.

• Optimize the Big Sky journey of visitors as they are a vital part of 
word-of-mouth reputation

• Research relevant passion groups and turn them into an influential 
source of word-of-mouth (e.g. wildlife, fishing, biking, birdwatching, 
horseback riding.)



Closing the gap: part 2

DNA

PerceivedProjected

Balance
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Community The Bow River

The parks
The zoo
Spruce Meadow

Growing urban
experience

The Rocky 
Mountains

Stampede
Sled Island
Folk Music

How?  
• The unique balance of Big Sky should become the 

core of your communication:

• Engage your citizens in your communication. Start with one 
strong symbolic action about Big Sky and its community of 
makers that will be spoken about. Make people understand that it 
is not about attracting more visitors but the right visitors. (e.g. 
‘downtown nature’)

• Build local engagement from the bottom-up. Identifying yourself 
as a ‘community of solitude and sociability’ can also create 
alignment in your community. 

• Foster local initiatives that symbolize the community essence as 
a community that integrates with nature. 
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Community The Bow River

The parks
The zoo
Spruce Meadow

Growing urban
experience

The Rocky 
Mountains

Stampede
Sled Island
Folk Music

How?  
• Balance should become the core of your 

development:

• Foster local initiatives that symbolize the community essence 
as a community that knows how to coexist with nature. 

• Bring in new experiences that bridge the gap between DNA 
and perception. 

• Develop storytelling in existing experiences. 
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Community The Bow River

The parks
The zoo
Spruce Meadow

Growing urban
experience

The Rocky 
Mountains

Stampede
Sled Island
Folk Music

How?  

Residents

VisitorsBusiness



Portland ClevelandAustin

How?  

Texas OhioMinnesota



DNA

PerceivedProjected

7. Next Steps
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1

• Create a communication framework that starts from the 
essence of your community. Define common messaging, tone of 
voice and narrative for Big Sky. 

• Work on the articulation of that essence and select the right 
stories for the right passion groups.
.

• Research the passion groups and their motivations.

• Create personas and optimize your customer journey for new 
visitors, businesses, students and new citizens.

Next steps



10
2

• Map out the available experiences. Fill possible gaps and 
cluster them to experiences with a higher impact. 

• Set up a memorable experiences program for local businesses. 
Coach them, educate them and help them to enhance service 
level and communication in return for an improved reputation of 
Big Sky. 

• Put lean and meaningful metrics in the heart of what you are 
doing and rally your people behind it: citizen & visitors happiness 
(NPS).

Next steps



Thank you!


